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Game ID:

System Name:

Game Type:

RTP:

Volatility:

Payout Mechanic:

Max Win Multiplier: 

Hit Frequency:

Min Bet:

Max Bet:

15710

EGIGame

Video Slot

85.49%, 90.19%, 92.47%, 95.05%

Low

30 Lines

450 x bet

21.01%

€0.10

€100.00

Features

- Mystery Diamonds
- Free Spins
- Scatter Symbol
- Wild Symbol

Game Info

Step into the glitzy world of SwinttPremium's first game for 2024, Big Max Diamonds and Wilds. 
As you spin the reels, anticipate the allure of the Mystery Diamonds, the game's main feature that 
introduces three elements to your gameplay: The Mega Reels, the x2 Wilds and, the Random Wild 
feature can strike at any moment further elevating your chances of securing a lucrative winning 
combination.

With 30 paylines, Big Max Diamonds and Wilds offers number of ways for players to engage with 
the game and discover the hidden treasures within. As you navigate through the colourful reels, 
keep your eyes on the prize, as this game boasts a maximum win of 450 x your bet. 

Take a chance to chase the Mystery Diamonds in Big Max Diamonds and Wilds!

Big Max Diamonds and Wilds

Mystery Diamonds:

In base game, the mystery diamonds trigger up to 3 coloured diamonds, when landing 3 or more 
diamonds of the same colour a corresponding Respin will be triggered, activating the particular 
feature. The 3 possible features are Mega Reels, x2 Wild and Random Wild. During Free Spins, only 
1 coloured diamond is needed to activate the feature. Diamonds appear only on Reel 2 and 4
 
  -   Mega Reels: The reels expand vertically to add 3 additional rows and increases the number 
of paylines to 75 lines
  -   X2 Wilds: All Wilds on the reels transform to x2 Wilds
  -   Random Wild: 5 to 10 positions on reels transform to Wilds

Free Spins:

3 or more Scatters trigger at least 8 Free Spins. Additional Free Spins can be won by landing a 
Scatter during the Free Spins session. Free Spins are played with the bet of the last regular round.
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